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ABSTRACT appropriate, provide recommendationsfor enhancing these
practices. Consequently, a team of two individuals from

The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS) in Westinghouse Hanford visited PORTS on March 5 and 6, 1990,
Piketon, Ohio, is operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, for the purpose of conducting this review. The paper provides
Inc., through the U.S. Department of Energy-Oak Ridge a brief discussion of the review activities and a summary of the
Operations Office (DOE-ORO) for the U.S. Department of resulting findings and recommendations. A detailed _eporting
Energy-Headquarters, Office of Nuclear Energy. The PORTS of the review is documented in Reference 4.
conductsthoseoperationsthat are necessaryfor the production,
packaging,andshipmentof enricheduraniumhexafluoride(UFs). BACKGROUND
Uraniumhexafluorideenrichedgreaterthan1.0 wt percentZ3Su
shallbe packagedin accordancewith the U.S. Departmentof Tiedown Concemll at Portsmouth
Transportation (DOT) regulations of Tire 49 CPR Parts 173
(Reference 1) and 178 (Reference 2), or in U.S. Nuclear The PORTS has in the past identified concerns about the
Regulatory Commission (NRC) or U.S. Department of Energy tiedown systems used for securing UFs packaging during
(DOE) certified package designs, shipment and about the general condition of the transporting

vehicles (Reference 3). These concerns include the following
Concerns have been expressed regarding the various tiedown items:

methods and condition of the trailers being used by some
shippers/carriers for international transport of the UFe cylinders/ - Tiedowns used to secure empty 30-in. cylinders
overpacks (Reference 3). The generally accepted method for (Model 30B) being returned to PORTS on 40-ft domestic
securing the overpack during shipment is to bolt its base to the trailers
trailer bed. Internationalshipments typically are not made using
dedicated trailers, and numerous trailers have been received at - Tiedowns being used for shipping 21PF-10verpacks on
l_3RTS with improperly and potentially dangerously secured intermodal containers
overpacka. Also, many trailers have not been loaded at PORTS
I_orinternationalshipment becauscofmechanicalproblems, rotten - International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
:flooring,bald tire, no brakesor brake fights, or broken springs, containers being used for international shipments, which
Because domestic shipments of UF6 are made using dedicated are not inspected and/or properly maintained.
I_railersthat are properly maintained, the domestic shipments are
generally conducted in the designed manner. Application of a system concept for assessing the integrity

of the tiedowrdtransportation system would suggest that ali
Because of the concerns about international shipments, the phases of the system be evaluated in accordance with consistent

U.S. Depmlment of Energy-Headquarters (DOE-HQ) Office of levels of criteria.
Nuclear Energy, through DOE-HQ TransportationManagement
Division, requested Westinghouse Hanford Company
(Westinghouse Hanford) to review UF6 packaging tiedown and
shipping practices used by PORTS, and where possible and
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Summary of Regulatory Requirements for Tiedowns regulations are detailed in 10 CFR 71.45b (Reference 8) and
state that if them is a system of tiedown devices which is a

Tiedown regulations that currently control the securing of structural part of the package, the system must be capable of
UF6 packaging for shipment are those that apply for shipping of withstanding, without generating stress in any material of the
radioactive materials. Within the United States, three federal package in excess of its yield strength, a static force applied to
organizations regulate the certification of radioactive materials the center of gravity of the package having a vertical component
packages: the DOE, the DOT, and the NRC. The DOE has the of two times the weight of the package with its contents, a
authority to certify packages used within and between DOE horizontal component along the direction in which the vehicle
facilities. The DOT and NRC require that sv_ific guidelines and travels of 10 times the weight of the package with its contents,
requirements be satisfied to certify a package for transport in the and a horizontal component in the transverse direction of five
U.S. For control of international shipments, the International times the weight of the package with its contents.
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has established guidelines for

transporting radioactive materials packages. Although the IAEA International Atomic Ener_ Agency. The IAEA Safety
has no regulatory authority within the U.S., member states have Series No. 6 (Reference 9) addresses the tie.down of radioactive
adopted the IAEA guidelines. In addition, the American National material packages and requires that any tiedown attachments on
Standards Institute (ANSI) has recognized the need for nuclear the package shall be so designed that under both normal and
material packaging tiedown criteria and has assigner a committee accident conditions, the forces in those attachments shall not
to prepare a standard for control of tie.downs for truck transport impair the ability of the package to meet requirement of the
of radioactive materials. Specific tiedown criteria for conducting regulation. This requirement dees not refer to the tiedowns that
the review at PORTS was obtained from Reference 5. These fasten the package to a transport vehicle, but to the structural
criteria, as noted in Reference 5, are summarized below, attachment point on the package itself. The IAEA recommends

that, regardless of the loading on the cask attachment points,

The U.S. Devartment of Enerav. The requirements for including failure, the package's ability to perform its safety
tiedowns as specified by the DOE are provided in function must not be impaired. The IAEA does not suggest a
DOE Order 1540.1, Chapter II, Section 4, (3) Tiedown minimum or maximum loading requirement for the cask
Assemblies (Reference 6). With respect to the review effort, the attachment points and neglects to mention the tiedowns
most significant of these regulations are as follows, themselves.

- The principal tiedown forces should be transmitted to the Paragraph 536of IAEA Safety Series No. 37 (Reference 10)
vehicle frame and not to the wood or metal decking, refers specifically to tiedowns. Safety Series No. 37 states that

tiedowns may be necessary to secure the package of radioactive
-. The strength of the tiedown attachment points on the materials to the transport conveyance. Tiedown equipment and

conveyance should be greater than or equal to the strength instructions wig sometimes be provided by the consignor and,
of the tiedowns themselves. In the case when the strength in such cases, such equipment and instructions are provided, it
of the tiedowns exceeds or equals the structural design limits is the carrier's responsibility to secure the package tc, the
of the conveyance itself, the strength of the tiedown conveyance. Hence, the IAEA places on the carrier the btu'den
attachment points on the conveyance is limited to the of adequately fastening the package to the transport vehicle.

structural design strength of the conveyance.
Am0rican National Standards Institute. Although the

- The load shall be inspected thoroughly by the shipper and DOT is responsible for baseline requirements governing tiedown
carrier prior to release of the shipment. The shipper should regulations, other organizations may establish requirements or
ensure that the carrier recognizes his or her responsibility to guidelines that are more stringent than the standards set by the

check the tiedowns periodically during transit, and tighten DOT. Hence, the ANSI produces a series of guidelines for the
them as necessary, nuclear industry. Use of the ANSI standards and guidelines is

strictly voluntary; however, many ANSI standards have been

U.S. Devartmant of Transvortati0n. On the tiedown of adopted as regulatory requirements by different governing
packages onto motor vehicles for truck transport, the DOT groups. For truck transport of packages weighing 1 ton

requirements are quite explicit and the tiedown of packages or (0.9 metric ton) or more, the ANSI Proposal Standard N-14.2
cargo onto a motor vehicle is discussed in 49 CFR 393 (Reference 11)requires that tiedown systems should survive an
(Reference 7). This regulation states specifically that the acceleration load applied to the package center-of-gravity as
tiedowns must withstand a loading of 1.5 times the cargo weight follows.
in any one direction and still remain under the force required to
cause the tiedown system to fail under static loading conditions. Direction SDrin= Susvension
This requirement provides a design standard that clearly uses
failure rather than yield criteria to judge the adequacy of the longitudinal :l:2.3 g

system, lateral 1.6 g
vertical 2.0 g

U.$. N¢¢lear ReQulatorv Commi_si0n. The NRC certifies
Type B and fLSsile radioactive materials shipping packages.
Specific guidelines are given in 10 CFR 71; the NRC tiedown
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These loadings are to be tzeated as static loads and are not to result if tiedown attachment points were welded directly to the
be combined. The tiedown shall be designed to resist design trailer frame. Also, because of the visual appearance of the
loads without exceeding the yield strength of any component of weld metal surface, the welding specification acceptance criteria

the system, were discussed. However, no major defects in the "Davis
Transport" system were observed.

The ANSI members have expressed the opinion that because
media and public attention traditionally focuses on potential 3Q-Inch (_¥11nder_(_9n_;aininQUF,_wil;h21PF-10verpl_cks
accidents involving shipments of radioactive materials, additional L0ed90 on . 2O-Fo011 Inl;erm0dal C0n_ainer_ f9.£
safety measures are called for in the area of cask tiedowns, Intornational Shivment
Thus, the ANSI draft standard requires that, in addition to
surviving normal conditions of transport, tiedowns also survive This shipping configuration consists of an intermodal
minor accidents. Retaining the package on the trailer in a minor container with ISO comers mounted to and locked into position
accident avoids the need to involve ali of the required personnel on a conveyance trailer specifically designed for truck transport

and equipment should a radioactive materials package fall from of intermodal containers to a docking location where they are
its transport vehicle, loaded onto ships. As many as four21PF-10verpacks

containing 30-in. cylinders (Model 30B) fried with UF_ enriched
OBSERVATIONS > 1% arc loaded onto one 20-fl intcrmodal container. Each

21PF-10verpack is attached to the wooden floor of the

The Westinghouse Hanford team reviewed ate following intermodal container with eight 3/4-in.-diameter bolts, each
specific PORTS shipment configurations: torqued to a specified value. Al_er insertion of the tiedown

bolts through the drilled holes, a backing plate, a washer, and
48-in. cylinders (Models 48X and 48Y) containing UF6 nut are installed on the underside of the decking. Because of
loaded on dedicated trailers for domestic shipment variations in structural framing configurations used by the

different intermodai container manufacturers, three different

- 30-in. cylinders (Model 3Cd) containing UF6 with standardized sizes of 1/4--in. thick backing plates have been
21PF-1 overpacks loaded on 20--fl intermodal containers for designed and are available for use. The installer selects the
international shipment most suitable size, attempting to select a size that will overlap

the flanges of the intermodal container structural steel deck

30-in. cylinders (Model 30B) containing UF6 with framing.
21PF-1 overpacks loaded on a 40-t_ dedicated trailer for
domestic shipment In some instances, none of the standardized backing plates

will adequately interlock with the flanges of the steel deck

- Empty 30-in. cylinders (Model 30B) loaded (stacked three framing, and the wood decking must provide resistance to
on the bottom, two on top) on a 40-tt domestic flatbed tiedown loadings. As noted _bove, the poor condition of the
trailer returned to PORTS. wooden decking on some aitermodal containers limits its

capacity to resist loading. In addition, the wooden decking is
The following are observations resulting from the above- usually attached to the steel deck framing by l/4-in.-diameter

noted reviews, self-drilling/self-tapping bolts that in some cases are completely
rusted or corroded away. For those cases where the structural

48-Inch CylindQr_ (_ont_inino UF s Load_l on Dedicated adequacy of the tiedown system is suspect, the trailers are
Trailer_ for Domestic Shigment rejected and the shipments are not made until an acceptable

trailer can be provided.
This shipping configuration consists of 48-in. cylinders

(Models 48X and 48Y) containing UF6 loaded on dedicated This shipping configuration was the primary focus of the
trailers that are designed specifically for this use. This Westinghouse Hanford review t_m. Major issues observed and

configuration is oPte,t referred to as the "Davis Transport" noted included rusting of the intermodal container frames;
system. The tiedo',vns used for this configuration consist of rotting and deterioration of the intermodal container wooden
4-in. nylon str_.;,z with welded winch/hook attachment points, decking; and, because intermodal containers can be slightly
Each strap !o,.s a 20,000 lb minimum brakLng strength. The different in design, inconsis_.ncies in the basic tiedown
cylinders re.at in cradles welded to the main frame of the trailer, approach. Figures 1 and 2 show the extent and severity of these
The ModeLs 48X and 48Y loaded cylinders weigh approximately issues. These photos show ar_,s where the main longitudinal
25,530 lb and 32,760 lb, respectively, structural support members of the trailer arc completely rusted

through and some of the welds are cracked. Another typical

A safety inspection is performed and a check sb'._et is problem that has been experienced at PORTS with the
completed on each shipment before the loaded trailers leave intermodal containers is that the floor decking is oRen rotten,
PORTS. No major concerns were noted in the review of this broken, splintered, or damaged in other ways. In some cases,
shipping configuration, although some minor issues regarding the the plywood used has become delaminated because of age and
detailed weld designs were noted. In some cases, the tiedown exposure to weather.
strap attachment points were welded to the cylinder cradles rather
than to the trailer frame. A more secure arrangement would
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the qualification of this fie.down concept by analytical and/or test impose and enfbrce these requirements. Other alternatives
processes would be uncertain, costly, time consuming, and would include designing and fabricating a structural steel framework

most likely yield questionable results, for use on dexlicated trailers to ship empty 30-in. cylinders.

The trailer loading and unloading operations are labor RECOMMENDATIONS
intensive and time consuming. Considerable time and effort are

required to remove the eight tiedown bolts for each 48-Inch Cylinders Containin(_ UF_ LO_led,,on Dedicated
21PF-10verpack, remove the overpack from the trailer for Trailers ,f0r Domes,tic Transport
weighing,loadtheovcrpacksback ontothetrailer,reinstallthe

tiedownbolts,and torquethebolts.Usinga convenienttiedown The reviewteam didnot identifyany major concernswith

trailerconnect/disconnectmechanism would improve the respectto thisshippingconfiguration,known as the "Davis

efficiencyoftheunloading/loadingoperations. Transport"system.However, becauseoftheappearanceofthe

weld metalsurface,thefollowingsuggestionsarcoffered.

Empty 30-1n,c,h Cylinder_ Loaded on a 40-Feet Domestic

Flatbed Trailer Identify the appropriate weld specification acceptance
criteria and verify that the welds conform to these criteria.

This shipping configuration is used for returning empty
30-in. UF 6 cylinders (Model 30B) to PORTS. lt normally At appropriate maintenance intervals for the trailers, give
involves stacking ten empty cylinders in a staggered arrangement consideration to removing the tiedown attachment points
(i.e., three on the bottom and two on the top) on a 40-R domestic from the cylinder cradles and welding them onto the trailer
flatbed trailer. The cylinders are typically chocked with a frame.
framework of 2x4 and/or 2x6 lumber attached to the trailer at the

base of the stacked cylinders, with various types of cable or strap 30-Inch Cylinders Containinq UF= with 21 PF-1 0vert)acks
tiedowns over the top (see Figure 4). Loaded on 20-Feet Intermodal Containers for

Interna.ti0nal,,,$hioment
" • :., " , _: .- "_" "-._.'_'_.,1.'S.;::,_ :,."e,.,-_'_.,'. . '.._ .-:,.: .-

"''_'"_"::_':':" :'"":;':_" The PORTS use of the intermodal containers for

international shipments of UF6 can be facilitated in the near term

-'----_._ . by the following steps.

- Establish acceptance criteria for intermodal containers to be

used for shipment of UF6. These criteria could be very
detailed and explicit or might simply require that evidence
be provided that the intermodal container and trailer have
recently passed the inspection of a competent independent
agency. These criteriacould then be provided to the

shipping pools and agencies that furnish the intermodal
containerswith notificationthat altera stateddate,

:";_&"_:'; "i_: ......+..._-.: containers or trailers not meeting the specified acceptancecriteria would no longer be accepted by PORTS.
,-_ .....>, .,_':

- Conduct receiving inspections at PORTS of ali intermodal

Figure4. Empty 30-in.CylindersLoaded on 40-R Domestic containersand trailersdeliveredfrom the steamshipline
FlatbedTrailer. poolsand shippingagents.Any intermodalcontainersor

trailersnot passingthisonsiteinspectioncouldthenbe

The reviewofthisshippingconfigurationnotedseveralsplit rejectedby PORTS and returnedto the agency for

boardsand bentnails.Neitherthequalityorgradeoflumbernor replacement.

the size and spacing of the nails appear to be controlled. Hence,

lower grades of lumber were split by the nails. In other more Organize a task team of representatives from the agencies
dense sections of lumber, the nails did not penetrate and were involved with the transportation of UF_ to develop
pounded over. industry-acceptable transportation tiedown controls.

Representatives of the team could help identify and resolve
The review team suggested that acceptability of the current problems by promoting and implementing recommended

tiedown concept be verified by engineering analysis. However, standards and by educating participants. The result of this

analysis would require that certain controls be established, e.g., team effort could then be proposed to regulatory agencies
a grade of lumber specified and the spacing, size and number of to enhance existing tiedown requirements.
nails specified. These controls, which would be identified as

specific" requirements for compliance, would enhance and A long-term plan should be developed to implement a
supplement the current transportation configuration system. At system of dedicated intermodal containers and trailers for
issue would be designating the agency having the authority to overseas shipments of UF_ in 21PF-1 Overpacks. Using
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this approach for domestic shipments has resulted in greater 6. DOE Order 1540.1, "Materials Transportation and Traffic
control of the shipping variables and uncertainties, and Management," U.S. Department of Energy,

might provide similar controls to the variables associated Washington, D.C., 1990.
with international shipments.

7. Parts and Accessories Necessary for Safe Operation,

- Develop alternative tiedown schemes to ensure that the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, Part 393,
principal tiedown forces are transmitted to the vehicle U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.,
frame, per the requirements of DOE Order 1540.1, and not October 1985.
to the wooden decking.

8. Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials,

3O-lneh(_,ylindersContainina UF_with21PF-1 0verpacks Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 71,
Loaded qn .a 40-F0ot Dedicated Trailer for Domestic U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.,
Shioment January 1986.

Because of the irefficiency of previously discussed loading 9. "Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

and unloading requirements for overpacks and containers, it is Materials," IAEA Safety Series Standards, Safety Series
recommended that a quick disconnect/connectdevice be designed, No. 6, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna,
fabricated,and installedon the dedicatedtrailersto facilitate Austria,1985.

theseoperations.This devicecouldbe designedso thatitis

eitherboltedorwelded directlytotheframeofthetrailer. 10. "Advisory Materialfor the Applicationof the IAEA

TransportRegulations,"SafetySeriesNo. 37,International

Empty 30-Inch Cvlindgr_ L0a0_gl on 40-Fool; Domestic Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, 1973.
Flatbed Trai!0r

11. "Proposed American National StandardTied_wn for Truck
No specific recommendation can he made that would Transport of Radioactive Materials," American National

criminate the concerns and problems associated with these Standards Institute, ANSI N-14.2, New York, New York,

shipments. Eliminating the problems begins with controls during April 1990, DraR.
the loading process. The PORTS has no specific control over the
loading process; however, developing several acceptable tiedown
design concepts and presenting them to the shippers as acceptable
and recommended methods for transporting the empty cylinders
may result in some improvement.
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